Sawacha Abhiyan on 150th Birthday of Matma Gandhi

[2 October 2020]

The two year long commemoration of the 150th Birth Anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi Ji was concluded on 2nd October 2020. On this occasion, Cleanliness Drive was conducted on 2nd October, 2020 from 7.30AM to 8.30AM in residential area of FRI and New Forest Colony of Kanwli Garden. During the programme plastic waste and litter collection campaign was conducted from residential area of the campus. Due to Pandemic of COVID-19, social distancing followed strictly.

Director General, Dy. Director Generals, Asstt. Director Generals, Director, FRI, all scientists, officers and staff of ICFRE and FRI participated in the cleanliness drive. During the drive Extension Division established liaison with all the coordinators of the programme to make it effective and successful.

After completing cleanliness drive in residential area, the cleanliness drive continued in FRI Divisions. In Extension Division, oath on honesty and maintain the cleanliness was taken by scientists/ officers and staff of the Division.